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When

2018-10-18

Where

https://live.tiki.org

Who

- luci cannot attend, sorry
- Jyhem
- Torsten

What

See Roundtable Meetings for a detailed description.

Topics

1st hour quick news

1. Fosdem
   - Are we enough people (6) for a stand application?
     - We don't know yet
   - Do we organise a TikiFest before or after the Fosdem?
     - We don't know yet
   - Conferences ideas for the planned devroom:
     https://www.xwiki.org/xwiki/bin/view/Main/Events/Fosdem2019/DevRoom/
Jyhem's suggestion: « Easy setup of a wiki-based knowledge management system using Tiki »
Maybe someone can propose to present a more elaborate tracker-based setup for knowledge management?

2. ... 

Second hour, longer topics

1. ... 
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Chat log
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